2014 mitsubishi outlander es

The Mitsubishi Outlander is a crossover SUV manufactured and produced by Mitsubishi Motors,
a Japanese automaker that was the sixth largest Japanese automaker back in Originally called
the Aitrek when it was first produced in , it changed its name to evoke a feeling of adventure
and appeal to outdoorsmen. The first generation was produced from , while the second
generation was from , and the last generation has been produced from onwards. The Outlander
is a 5-door SUV that comes in either front-engine and front wheel drive, or front-engine and all
wheel drive. A change during the third generation line up, the company created a plug-in hybrid
model in called Outlander PHEV. A plug in hybrid is an electric vehicle that can be recharged by
plugging it into an external source of power. Despite this success, there are still some
Mitsubishi Outlander problems. The top three Mitsubishi Outlander problems can show you
exactly what to look out for in your new Outlander. The third worst problem was the paint
chipping and scratching easily in the Outlander and occurring early on at around 10, miles. The
second most prevalent problem was the paint chipping in the Outlander, occurring at just below
11, miles. Although the Outlander has the highest number of complaints, the has been widely
regarded as the worst model year due to the higher prevalence of issues, the severity of the
problems, and the onset of the issues. The most common problem in all model years of the
Outlander is the paint chipping in the Mitsubishi Outlander problems. The first year of the
Mitsubishi Outlander problems were very minor, with the inception year of this model having
decent reviews across the board. The only real complaint for the Outlander focused on the AC
and heater issues, with the NHTSA also issuing 28 complaints about suspension and 20
complaints about the lights. The top complaint from users focuses on the water leaking from
the AC, with the average mileage of occurrence happening at nearly , miles, which is late in the
lifespan of most cars. This year had a few more complaints, with the main concerns focusing on
the engine, lights, and the suspension. The engine problem dealt with the car starting, the
engine cooling mechanism, and the vehicle speed control. The NHTSA issues with the
suspension system focus on the suspension itself the front control arm, and the rear
suspension, with these problems generally occurring at around 65, miles and have users saying
that the car was unable to move, there was an abnormal noise coming from the rear
suspension, and the car makes loud noises when put in reverse. The same issues continued
with the Outlander, with the top user categories of concern focusing on the engine and the
suspension, while the NHTSA lodged very few complaints for this model year, showing some of
the safety issues improved since the first two years of production. The user engine issues
center around the engine cradle rusting and the engine warning light staying on during use. The
next year of the Mitsubishi Outlander Has different issues than the previous years, with the top
concern being the electrical system and the lights. There were more problems this year than the
previous generations of the Mitsubishi Outlander, with the main concerns focusing on the
wheels and hubs, the suspension, the exterior accessories, and the lights. In addition, the
suspension issues focus on the coil springs cracking, with the NHTSA also lodging various
complaints about the front suspension, the coil springs, and the front wheel bearings. To fix the
coil springs cracking, a common solution is to replace the coil spring, which generally happens
at around 64, miles. For the exterior concerns in the Mitsubishi Outlander problems, the main
concern is the wipers do not work properly to provide enough visibility to the driver. This issue
generally happens at around 91, miles, with owners stating that the wipers stop when the
washers are activated to clean the windshield. Despite the numerous problems in the previous
model year in , the Outlander had fewer problems that were major issues that needed to be
immediately addressed. The top concerns focused on the AC and heater, interior accessories,
and the electrical system. The electrical problems focus on the computer failure in the
Outlander, with the most common solution being to replace the computer at around 20, miles to
fix the Mitsubishi Outlander problems. This model year was similar to the previous in terms of
problems and the severity of the issues. The main concerns focused on the engine for the
NHTSA and users, with the second highest category of complaints being the wheels and the
hubs. The engine concerns focus on the engine warning light constantly being on, the oil drain
plug thread missing and the unintended acceleration while driving. To fix the engine warning
light constantly being on, the most common solution is to replace the faulty sensor at around 4,
miles. The following year of the Mitsubishi Outlander had fewer issues than the previous
models but had a high number of NHTSA complaints regarding the engine. Owners of the
Outlander stated that the engine stalls during use, the car dies while driving, and the car will cut
off after erratic idling while standing still. These two model years had very few complaints, with
the main issues being very minor and focusing on the engine and the transmission. The engine
complaint dealt with the engine knocking, which occurs at around 2, miles, which can be quite
early for most car models. This year of the Outlander had the highest number of Mitsubishi
Outlander problems and complaints throughout all the generations. The top category of

concern was the interior accessories, followed by the wheels and hubs, the body and paint, and
the AC and heater. The main issues with the interior accessories focus on the speedometer
inaccuracy, the driver's seat moving while operating, the Bluetooth feature not working, and the
entertainment system lacking some compatibility. The inaccurate speedometer generally occurs
at around 4, miles, with owners stating that the difference between the odometer and the real
speed is around km. The wheel and hub concerns from owners feature that the low tire pressure
light comes on every few weeks, and the low tire pressure light might stay on during use.
Lastly, the body and paint concerns are that the paint chips easily, with a repair generally
needed at around 45, miles. The NHTSA safety issues focus on the airbags and the seat belts,
with owners stating that the airbag service required light stays on during use, the airbags didn't
deploy in the event of a crash, and the alternator continues to run even when the car is off,
which can drain your battery very quickly. After the model year with the highest complaints, the
Mitsubishi Outlander still had numerous issues regarding the body and paint, AC and heater,
and the interior accessories. The top complaint about the body and paint system is that the
paint continuously chips, with the most common solution being to repair and replace the paint
at around 11, miles. The AC and heater concerns focus on the faulty AC compressor and a bad
AC condenser, with the most common solution being to replace the compressor at around 30,
miles, which can be quite expensive. After the Mitsubishi Outlander problems in , the issues in
mainly focus on the body and paint for users, while the NHTSA lodged complaints for the
drivetrain and the engine system. The body and paint concern is remotely the same form the
past years, with the issue being the paint chips and scratches very easily, occurring very early
on at around 10, miles. The drivetrain concerns from users and the NHTSA focus on the
excessive noise while driving in the powertrain. Owners of the Outlander have stated that the
car suddenly downshifts unintentionally during use, the car is unable to return back to normal
gears for high speeds, and the car is very jumpy and jerky while accelerating or shifting. The
NHTSA engine concerns deal with the vibration occurring after a software update, the engine
mechanism, and the vehicle speed control. Owners have stated that a fire can start in the engine
of the car, the vehicle loses acceleration at times and will not be able to go any faster, and the
car jerks while accelerating from slow speeds. One of the last years that had substantial issues
was the Mitsubishi Outlander in â€” just check out the most common Mitsubishi Outlander
problems. This model year had the highest number of concerns regarding the interior
accessories, with users stating that the Android Auto Interface had issues, the Bluetooth did
not work, the dashboard vibrated while driving, the driver assistance camera stopped working,
the park assist system made noises during use, and the seat moves while driving. The last year
that had any problems of real concern for this type of car was the model, showing the
prevalence of Mitsubishi Outlander problems throughout the various model years. The top
concerns focused on the electrical system and the brakes. The electrical issues dealt with the
car not being able to turn over or provide any power, with the problem occurring very early on
at around 12, miles. The brake issues dealt with premature brake wear, electronic stability
control issues, and problems with the service brakes. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog.
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our Cookie Policy. The Mitsubishi Outlander is the Japanese automaker's three-row midsize
crossover offering. The Outlander has been redesigned this year with better efficiency and
interior comfort. All models except for the GT are powered by a 2. GT models are powered by a
hp, lb-ft 3. Compared to the old model, styling is toned down, but this helps improve efficiency
by decreasing aerodynamic drag. Also helping to keep the Outlander's mpgs up is a reduced
curb weight. When we sampled a Mitsubishi Outlander GT, we thought the carryover V-6 did the
job well enough, but was lacking compared to the competition. While most of us praised the V-6
in the last-gen model, some staffers felt the new Outlander would've benefited from a power
bump to keep up with competitors' stronger V-6s and turbocharged four-cylinders. Inside,
however, things were much improved compared to the last Outlander, with soft-touch materials
used in the dash and an in-cluster display with sharp graphics. Available features include
Bluetooth hands-free capability, keyless passive entry, push-button start, nine-speaker
Rockford-Fosgate premium audio system, leather seating, faux-wood trim, and a navigation
system with 7-inch touch screen. The Mitsubishi Outlander enters a new generation for ,
introducing new styling inside and out and improved fuel economy. Watch Originals. Join
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Vehicle Overview. Key Competitors. Nice, but lacks pizzazz. All Model Years The Mitsubishi
Outlander is all-new model for , with a completely new look that's more upright, yet rounded
than that of its predecessor. The Outlander comes in front-wheel drive or 4-wheel drive models,
with a choice of 4-cylinder or V6 engines, as before, but it gets a number of measures, including
electric power steering to help improve fuel efficiency. There's also more of an emphasis on
safety and convenience features for Active safety options now include Lane Departure Warning,
Forward Collision Mitigation and Adaptive Cruise Control, while HID headlamps, rain-sensing
wipers, and improved navigation and audio systems are now among features at the top of the
lineup. Fuel efficiency has been improved for both engines, too. Against these, the Outlander
offers a comparable exterior but manages to pack seating for more people inside. Interior space
and fuel efficiency are both big strengths. Mitsubishi also says that the Outlander is one of the
most fuel-efficient Mitsubishi also says that the Outlander is one of the most fuel-efficient utility
vehicles offered in the North American market with standard 7-passenger seating it's rated up to
31 mpg highway. The Outlander can tow up to 3, pounds, which should be plenty good for a
small boat or a couple of jet skis. Ground clearance for the Outlander is 8. Among 4-cylinder
models, the Mitsubishi Outlander is offered with two different engines: a horsepower, 2.
Four-cylinder models include a continuously variable automatic Four-cylinder models include a
continuously variable automatic transmission CVT , while shifting in V6 models is handled by a
conventional 6-speed automatic. If you want the V6 you need to get the top GT model. The
layout underneath the Outlander is like that of most crossovers in this class, with MacPherson
struts in front and a multi-link rear suspension. A new electric power steering system helps
provide good weighting and responsiveness and also reduces fuel consumption. EPA gas
mileage ratings for the 4-cylinder models ranges up to 25 mpg city, 31 highway. The Outlander
isn't a serious off-roader, although it has enough toughness and ground clearance to get
through areas that are somewhat loose and rocky. S-AWC models with all-wheel drive include
an electronically controlled center coupling, with an open rear differential; the system is
supplemented by an active front differential that helps get the torque split correct between front
wheels--especially of help in low-traction situations like ice, snow and mud. With both rows
folded, the Outlander has up to Equipment included even on base ES models of the Outlander
includes automatic climate control, rear-seat heater ducts, remote keyless entry, heated side
mirrors, cruise control, steering-wheel audio controls and a 6-speaker sound system with watts.
Top of the line Outlander GT models come with HID headlamps, special side beltline trim and
other items, while they can be optioned with a GT Premium Package that adds leather
upholstery, a power sunroof, a remote tailgate, a power driver's seat and the top watt Rockford
Fosgate premium sound system. That upgraded audio system includes a 7-inch touch panel
with voice commands, while the audio system in the base model includes a 6. On SE and GT
models several active-safety technologies are included, such as Adaptive Cruise control, which
will keep a set following distance behind the vehicle ahead; Forward Collision Mitigation, which

will warn of vehicles or obstructions ahead and then automatically brake to help cut the severity
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equipped Page 5 Windshield Wiper Lever.. Page 5 Cruise Control Page 6 Paddle Shifters if
equipped Page 6 Seat Heater Switch if equipped Page 6 Engine Start Switch if equipped Page 7
Audio Remote INT: intermittent intervals can be adjusted by turning the knob A. AUTO: the
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to turn on the audio system. Press the key. Depending on the amount of music you have on
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suitable for: outlander sport. Print page 1 Print document 16 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
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new Mitsubishi Outlander is neither the most visually distinctive nor the best-performing
mid-size crossover, but it's a perfect example of where the Japanese carmaker is headed: into
the heart of the market with comfortable and efficient vehicles. No more bold personality or
high-performance image. This utility vehicle is meant to appeal directly to families in one of the
fastest-growing vehicle segments, and it's competitive in a way that Mitsubishi simply hasn't
been to date. Just put the new model next to its predecessor, and the message is clear. The
outgoing Outlander sported a blunt, shark-nosed front end, a wedgy silhouette, and interior
fittings with a distinct performance tinge--channeling some of its Evo sport sedan character into
what would likely be used as a suburban hauler. Now, Mitsubishi shows off simplicity and
practicality in its new and more restrained look. Now Mitsubishi may aspire to reach more
value-minded families with the Mitsubishi Outlander, but it'll need to be those who aren't all that
interested in fashion-forward design. Driving enjoyment, too, is no longer as much of a priority.
The former Outlander was also, we dare say, a better drive. Although heavy, especially in top GT
form, this former version was tuned deceptively for the back roads. The Outlander may be more
nimble, thanks to an aggressive weight-loss plan in the structure that includes more
high-tensile steel; and it might be a bit faster, by the numbers. But with a softer suspension and
other changes aimed at refinement, it's not more fun to drive. A base 2. The paddle-shifters and
six-speed automatic spice up the driving experience a bit, though. In its Eco Mode, the
Outlander reverts to sending all power to the front wheels unless needed for traction. The
payoff: Both ES and SE models with the CVT and front-wheel drive earn a rating of 25 mpg city,
31 highwayâ€”numbers that according to Mitsubishi are best-in-class among seven-passenger
vehicles. Inside, the Outlander is well above par in almost every respect, compared to other
roomy compact crossovers. That said, the seats fold flat, the cargo floor is rather low, and the
second row slides fore and aft to fine-tune legroom. Firsts for Mitsubishi in the Outlander
include Adaptive Cruise Control with three distance settings , Lane Departure Warning, and a
Forward Collision Mitigation that will, at lower speeds, first signal that an obstacle or other
vehicle is ahead and then brake the vehicle fully to a stop. With the V-6 GT you can get leather, a
sunroof, and the power tailgate. The outgoing Mitsubishi Outlander, with its blunt, shark-nose
front end, wedgelike silhouette, and performance-tinged interior, channeled some of the spirit of
the Evolution sport sedan in appearance. Now Mitsubishi may aspire to reach more
value-minded families with the Outlander, but the design heads off entirely in that
directionâ€”one that we tend to think is a little bland. Going by its silhouette, the Mitsubishi

Outlander is pleasantly proportioned, if ordinary. Mitsubishi says that the new flowing front-end
appearanceâ€”with the grille down below the bumper and merely an insert aboveâ€”is as it is
for aerodynamics, and to set a new, efficiency-minded look. The side profile is especially clean
though, with a single, distinct crease running just below the beltline. While the previous
Outlander GT especially was a taut, athletic vehicle and quite fun to drive, Mitsubishi has
softened that and the entire lineup a bit for That said, this new model is up to pounds lighter
than the previous version, and Mitsubishi has introduced a new-generation, hp version of its 2.
Those two factors combined mean that four-cylinder versions are now agreeable and
well-suited for the commute. This engine makes hp and pound-feet of torque, and it comes only
with a continuously variable automatic transmission CVT. This is an extremely smooth
engineâ€”and it sounds great when accelerating quicklyâ€”but its rather feeble hp and
pound-feet of torque neither stands up to other V-6s in useful power nor to the new EcoBoost
turbo 2. Furthermore, premium fuel is recommended. The V-6 Outlander GT also drives a bit
heavier than the four, shifting its weight with a little less finesse than the SE four-cylinder. The
suspension layout is pretty typical for a crossover, with MacPherson struts and a new multi-link
rear geometry that aims to reduce unsprung weight. As for off-roading, the Outlander can go off
pavement and can handle some pretty rutted-and-rough two-tracks; and its 8. The single
attribute that may tilt you in favor of the V-6 is that this model is rated much higher for
towingâ€”3, pounds, versus 1,â€”which makes it able to tow if not all that quickly a small
pleasure boat or camper. Crossovers like the Mitsubishi Outlander are attractive replacements
for sedans as they offer a little more utility and versatility, plus a driving position that better
suits not only aging Baby Boomers but busy moms. The Outlander has that, including seats
that are quite comfortable for first- and second-row occupants, and a great driving position. The
Outlander at last gets tilt-and-telescopic steering adjustment its predecessor lacked the
telescopic function , so those with longer legs and shorter arms and vice versa are able to feel
more at ease. The second-row seat slides several inches fore and aft, and the seatbacks adjust
individually for rake. Even getting into that third row is something only kids will try; and even
pre-teens may be looking at their knees. Think of it only as a pinch-hitter third-row seat, for
when you suddenly need to bring a couple more kids back from practice. The Outlander has
more noise insulation in the floor, dashboard, and headliner for , and combined with the
somewhat more compliant suspension and improved aerodynamics amounts to a very quiet,
refined cabin. The Mitsubishi Outlander is near the top of its class for safety, among
manageably sized crossovers. Feature-wise, it has everything you might expectâ€”or even be
willing to step up to. The side-curtain airbags have rollover sensors, and the ABS is a
newer-generation unit that considers yaw inputs separately from the stability control
systemâ€”useful when going from gravel to pavement, for instance. Additionally, Mitsubishi has
adapted its so-called RISE body structure to absorb more energy in the engine compartment for
front impacts, while deforming less in the passenger compartmentâ€”and also absorbing more
of the energy at certain paths at the floor. Federal results for the Outlander are nearly as
goodâ€”with four stars for frontal impact and five stars in the side-impact category. With slight
differences in the scores, that amounts to a five-star overall rating for all-wheel-drive models
and four stars for those with front-wheel drive. Adaptive Cruise Control uses that same radar
system and lets you maintain one of three different following distances to the vehicle ahead.
And regardless of the trim level, all models now have Hill Start Assist, which helps maintain
poise when starting out on a steep slope. At the base ES level, the Mitsubishi Outlander
includes heated side mirrors, steering-wheel audio controls, rear-seat heated ducts, automatic
climate control, a multi-information display, remote keyless entry, cruise control, power
accessories, and a six-speaker, watt sound system. At the top of the line, the Outlander GT adds
the V-6, with the six-speed automatic, steering-wheel paddle-shifters, and all-wheel drive, plus
HID headlamps and rain-sensing wipers. The Premium and Touring packages are also offered
here. Audio systems start with the base watt system in ES modelsâ€”capable of displaying a
limited number of character and information but sounding fine and having a simple layout with
traditional volume and tuning knobs. The SE and GT get a new touch-display audio system with
6. Above that, a navigation system with seven-inch touch screen is optional; it includes Eco
Routing, 3D map views, and HD Radio traffic data, and can also pull up album art for audio
through connected devices or inserted via an SD card. One of the reasons people downsize to
compact crossovers like the Mitsubishi Outlander is that they tend to get far better gas mileage
than larger SUVs. And the Outlander, particularly in four-cylinder form, is no exceptionâ€”with a
stellar mpg city rating in front-wheel-drive form. Both ES and SE models with the CVT and
front-wheel drive earn a rating of 25 mpg city, 31 highwayâ€”numbers that according to
Mitsubishi are best-in-class among seven-passenger vehicles. With either engine, Eco Mode
softens throttle response and uses the air conditioning compressor more conservatively. And

all models get a smart alternator that helps improve efficiency in combination with the electric
power steering. Next year, for the model year or perhaps , as has most recently been suggested
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US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2002 ford f150 led headlights
autozone solenoid
2001 ford f150 radio wiring diagram subaru outback parking
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

